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Abstract 
The difficulty that organizations have to maintain user engagement to their social media applications is 

one of the biggest problems they face. Lack of user engagement, for the particular cases of content 

sharing and social networking applications, leads to an eminent decrease of the quality and novelty of 

the available contents, that will result in the abandonment of the system. This research proposes the 

development of a gamification method that uses game elements and game design techniques to 

create new user behaviors and change and promote existing ones, providing real-time feedback in a 

enjoyable way and thus promoting user engagement. Design Science Research Methodology (DSRM) 

was the chosen methodology to guide this research. Two iterations were used to the development of 

our proposal, each one characterized by a set of gamification elements. The demonstration of our 

proposal was conducted in a real environment, in an application of content sharing and social 

networking, called SKAN. In order to evaluate our proposal, we used an evaluation framework and 

techniques to measure user engagement that include data collection from the user interaction with the 

application, surveys conducted to analyze the usability and adoption of the proposal and feedback 

from the users and SKAN management team. Although the limitations we faced during the evaluation 

of our proposal, the method developed appears to be promising in increasing the engagement and 

overall participation of the users in social media applications of this type, maintaining the focus on the 

interests of the community. 
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Resumo 
A dificuldade que as organizações têm em manter o envolvimento dos utilizadores com as suas 

aplicações é um dos maiores problemas que têm que enfrentar. O baixo envolvimento dos 

utilizadores, para os casos particulares de aplicações de partilha de conteúdos e de redes sociais, 

leva a um eminente decréscimo na qualidade e novidade dos conteúdos que apresentam, o que pode 

resultar em ultima instância no abandono da utilização destes sistemas. Esta pesquisa propõe o 

desenvolvimento de um método de gamificação, que utiliza vários elementos e técnicas presentes 

nos jogos para criar novos comportamentos e alterar e motivar alguns já existentes, dando sempre 

que possível feedback de uma forma apelativa e promovendo assim o envolvimento dos seus 

utilizadores. A metodologia escolhida para guiar esta pesquisa foi a Design Science Research. Foram 

utilizadas duas iterações para o desenvolvimento da nossa proposta, cada uma caracterizada por um 

conjunto de elementos de gamificação. A demonstração da nossa proposta foi realizada num 

ambiente real, numa aplicação de partilha de conteúdos e de redes sociais, chamada SKAN. Para 

avaliar a proposta apresentada, utilizamos uma framework de avaliação e técnicas para medir o nível 

de envolvimento dos utilizadores, que incluem recolha de dados da interação dos utilizadores com o 

sistema, questionários de usabilidade e adopção do método e feedback dos utilizadores e da equipa 

do SKAN. Apesar das limitações encontradas durante a avaliação da nossa proposta, o método 

desenvolvido é promissor em aumentar o envolvimento e a participação dos utilizadores, mantendo 

como foco os interesses da comunidade. 

 

Palavras-Chave:  

Redes Sociais, Partilha de Conteúdos, Envolvimento do Utilizador, Gamificação, Elementos de Jogos, 

Mudança Comportamental. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 
The growing number of Information Systems (IS), as is the case of social media, that fails to maintain 

user engagement is one of the biggest problems that organizations face when developing applications 

to support their business model [1][2].  

Social media, in particular content sharing and social networking applications, which will be the main 

focus of this research, rely on the active participation of its users to contribute to the growth of quality, 

reliability and reputation of these applications. If the organizations fail to keep their users engaged and 

motivated to use the system, the users will gradually cease to contribute to the community interests, 

which will lead to an eminent decrease of the quality and novelty of the contents available, ultimately 

leading to the total abandonment of the system [3][4]. 

Gamification is a recent and popular approach that uses game thinking and game design techniques 

in non-gaming context to engage and motivate the users to achieve their goals, by changing their 

behaviors. This approach is widely used in a variety of context, such as education and health, being 

the social media an area with greatest investment these days [5][6].  

User engagement, among other aspects, can be enhanced if the systems were designed to maximize 

the opportunities for the users to interact and share with other users and also by providing 

opportunities to satisfy their personal needs and goals. 

To overcome the lack of user engagement, which leads to an absence of dynamism that is created 

when users actively participate and contribute to the interests of the community and ultimately the 

abandonment of the system, we propose to develop a gamification solution that will use the current 

user activity to motivate and change user behavior by providing real-time feedback in a enjoyable and 

engaging way. With our proposal we intend to understand how it is possible to use gamification to 

change the behavior of the users, causing them to have a more active participation and contribute to 

the interest of the community, thereby promoting their engagement. 

We adopt the Design Science Research Methodology (DSRM) to guide this research since this 

methodology provides to researchers a set principles and procedures that produce valuable and high 

quality design science research. DSRM focuses on the development and evaluation of artifacts, in our 

case a method that is applied to solve the problem for this research [7][8]. 

The demonstration of our proposal was conducted in real environment, in an application for the 

community of researchers, investors and professionals in the food, environment, forest and sea 

industries, called SKAN.  
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We have two iterations, created based on two different, but complementary, set of gamification 

elements to demonstrate the proposed solution. 

To evaluate our proposal, we used Design Science Research Evaluation Framework and some 

techniques to measure user engagement. We collect data based on users interaction with the 

application, mostly through the use of Google Analytics and data base collections, conducted surveys 

to analyze the usability and adoption of our solution and gather feedback from the application 

management team [9][10]. 

Final conclusions, lessons learned, study limitations, results obtained and the overall solution 

proposed to solve our research problem will be communicated to other researchers and relevant 

audiences. 

1.1 Research Methodology 
In this section we describe the methodology adopted to guide this research and present the stages 

that we used to construct this report. 

We adopted the Design Science Research Methodology (DSRM) since it provides a set of principles, 

practices and procedures required to produce and present valuable, rigorous, publishable and high 

quality design science research. DSRM focuses on the development and evaluation of artifacts that 

are designed to solve an identified problem domain, in the context of Information Systems [7]. 

Artifacts are broadly defined as constructs (vocabulary and symbols), models (abstractions and 

representations), methods (algorithms and practices) or instantiations (implemented and prototype 

systems) [11]. 

1.1.1 DSRM Process Model 

DSRM is based on an iterative process model developed by Peffers et al. which consists of six 

activities in a nominal sequence that need to be performed in order to create and evaluate artifacts 

[7][8]. 

The six activities that represent each step DSRM and are represented in Figure 1 are: 

1. Problem identification and motivation 

Research problem specification and justification of its value to elaborate and develop an artifact that 

can effectively provide a solution.  

2. Proposed Solution Goals 

At this stage are defined the objectives for the solution, rationally inferred from the problem definition 

and knowledge of what is possible and feasible.  
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These objectives can be quantitative, where the desirable solution would be better than the current 

ones, or qualitative, a description of how the new device is intended to support solutions to problems 

that have not yet been addressed. 

It should also take in consideration previous solutions and their effectiveness to solve the problem in 

order to create a better artifact. 

3. Design and development 

In the design and development step are defined the desired features and architecture of the artifact, 

followed by the development of the artifact itself. 

Existing theory related to the problem identified and possible solution techniques are required to 

accomplish this step. 

4. Demonstration 

In the demonstration step, the artifact developed is used to solve one or more instances of the 

problem through experimentation, simulation, case study, proof or other appropriate activity. This can 

be achieved in a real or artificial study environment. 

5. Evaluation 

After the demonstration, should be possible to observe and measure how well the artifact supports a 

solution to the problem. This step includes a comparison between the objectives proposed for the 

solution with the actual results observed from the artifact use in the demonstration. 

At the end of this stage, it is possible to iterate back to step three in order to try to improve the 

effectiveness of the artifact or continue and leave further improvements for future projects. 

6. Communication 

To finish the research process, is made the communication of the problem and the importance, utility, 

novelty, design and effectiveness of the artifact to other researchers and relevant audiences. 
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Figure 1 – Design Science Research Methodology Process Model (adapted from [7]) 

 

The approach chosen for this research is Problem-Centered since we began by the identification of 

the problem followed by a proposed solution. 

1.2 Thesis Outline 
In Table 1 we present the structure of this document based on steps of DSRM, the methodology 

chosen to guide our research. 

Table 1 – Thesis Outline 

Chapter Description 

2. Research Problem 
Introduction to the research problem and motivation to elaborate a solution 

proposal 

3. Related Work 
Literature and analysis of concepts and previous solutions related to the 

context of this research 

4. Research Proposal Detailed description of a proposed solution 

5. Demonstration 

Description of the environment chosen to demonstrate our proposal. 

Detailed description of each iteration used to develop our proposal with all 

the decision made in their design. 

6. Evaluation 
Description of the method adopted to conduct the evaluation and analysis of 

the results obtained. Limitations of the evaluation are also described.  

7. Conclusions 
Final conclusions, lessons learned, contributions, limitations and 

communication of our research to relevant audiences. 

 

1.3 Research Problem 
This section corresponds to the “Problem identification and motivation” step of DSRM. At this stage is 

described the problem that we intend to solve with this research as well as the motivation for its 

solution. 

Organizations rely more and more on Information Systems (IS) to be able to process and analyze the 

increasing amount of information that is available every day. An Information System can be described 
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as “any system that has collection, processing, dissemination and use of information as a major 

component in terms of its purpose and the activities it carries out” [1][2]. 

At the same time as the dependency of IS increases, the probability for these systems to fail and not 

achieve their objectives and strategic goals also increases. 

The heart of social media applications is the creation, culture, creativity and the ability to have a 

community of common interest. This can be achieved, inter alia, by choosing the right medium for the 

target group of the application, making sure that all target users have access to it and by engaging the 

community to participate through posting new contents, share their opinions, vote for their preferences 

and making sure they know they are important for the good performance of application itself [3][4]. 

Social media applications sometimes forget the importance of user engagement, the creativity, 

purpose and a common interest for all members and ultimately fail for not growing fast enough or not 

achieving goals that organizations have established. Some examples are Google+, which had a huge 

growth, but began to fail after a time or even MySpace, which was considered the top application of 

social network, but was overtaken by Facebook [12]. 

By failing to get users to participate in an active way in online discussions and publishing new 

contents, social media, in particular content sharing applications, that only worked if their users follow, 

participate and feel they belong to something important will fail. Users do not feel interested because 

there is no new information to follow and will stop using the system, leading to its total abandonment 

[13]. 

According to the data collected from a survey conducted on MSN Bulletin Board Community, Preece 

was able to identify five main reasons why the members of a social media application not participate. 

They are as follows [13]: 

1. Being able to get what they needed without having to publish; 

2. Needing to find out more about the group before participating; 

3. Thinking that by not posting they were being helpful and not cluttering-up the conversation;  
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4. Not being able to make the software work (i.e., poor usability); 

5. Not liking the group dynamics of the community. 

In summary the problem that this research aims to solve is the lack of user engagement and 

therefore user participation (which can be represented in terms of visits, posts and participation in 

topics with votes or comments) in social media applications, in particular, content sharing and social 

networks applications, which leads to an absence of dynamism that is created when users 

actively participate and contribute to the interests of the community members (with new 

publications, likes and comments) and ultimately the abandonment of the system. 
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Chapter 2 

Related Work 
In this chapter we present the results and literature from previous research related to the context of 

this research. 

In the previous chapter we described the problem identified for the development of this research, and 

now we present some concepts and existing features in the context of online communities and their 

technologies as social media. Model of user engagement is also presented to better understand the 

characteristics of its phases. We end with an overview of gamification that was the chosen technique 

for our solution of the problem. 

2.1 Online Communities 
With the continuous evolution of Internet over the past decades, an inevitable change has happened 

in the how and for what purpose people are using it. Millions of people fall back upon the use of the 

Internet on their daily basis to chat, find other people, play games, debate topics, to share and ask for 

information, find support or just to hang-out. 

Communities, often called Communities of Interest, are distinguished by the characteristics, 

personalities and similar focus of interest of its members. These communities are generally sources of 

information, support, entertainment, or places to socialize and hang out with other members [13]. 

Preece has defined an Online Community as “a group of people with a common purpose whose 

interaction is mediated and supported by computer systems, and governed by formal and informal 

policies” and according to Rheingold, they may or may not meet face-to-face, but they exchange ideas 

through the mediation of computer networks [13][14]. 

2.1.1 Sociability and Usability for Online Communities  

In order to design software to support social interaction and information exchange within members of 

an online community it is essential to take into account both sociability and usability features to 

improve user experience [15]. 

Sociability 

Sociability presents the policies and practices required to support social interaction in an online 

environment.  There are three components that are needed to consider when designing software for 

online communities: 
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• Purpose 

Reason, shared interest, information or service so that members feel as if they belong to the 

community. 

• People 

Members that have different roles inside the community (such as leaders or moderators) and 

interact with each other, although they have their personal, social and organization needs. 

• Policies 

Principles, protocols that guide member’s interactions and more formal policies, such as 

registration requirements or codes of behavior. 

Usability 

Usability represents how easy and intuitive is for the user to learn and interact with the system. There 

are four main usability components for online communities’ software: 

• Dialogue and Social Support 

How easy is to execute commands, have relationships in the environment and receive 

feedback that supports the interaction. 

• Information Design 

How easy is to understand the interaction and how aesthetically pleasing is the information. 

• Navigation 

How easy is for the users to move around and find what they need in the community and 

related websites. 

• Access 

How clear are the requirements for downloading and running the online community software. 

 

While sociability is concerned with human-human interaction supported by technology (i.e. how 

community members interact with each other through technology), usability focuses on the interaction 

of human-computer interface (i.e. how members interact with the system). 

2.2 Social Media 
Over the last few years, social media has become ubiquitous and crucial for social networking and 

content sharing, emerging as an online discussion category where people create content, share it, 

bookmark it and network at a prodigious rate [16]. 

Due to its ease of use, speed and range, social media is rapidly changing public discourse in the 

society, establishing new trends and becoming a new form of collective wisdom [16]. 
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2.2.1 Formal Definition of Social Media 

To formally define the term social media is required to relate two concepts that date back to the 

Internet’s roots: Web 2.0 and User Generated Content.  

Web 2.0 was first used in 2004 and describes a way in which software developers and end-users 

started to use the World Wide Web as “platform whereby content and applications are no longer 

created and published by individuals, but instead are continuously modified by all users in a 

participatory and collaborative fashion”. User Generated Content (UGC), popular in 2005, describes 

“the various forms of media content that are publicly available and created by end-users” [3]. 

Social media can then be defined as “a group of Internet-based applications built on the ideological 

and technological foundations of Web 2.0, and that allow the creation and exchange of UGC” [3]. 

2.2.2 Fundamental Aspects of Social Media Applications 

To better understand the concept of social media, we need to know more about the fundamental 

aspect that social media applications are built on. To do that, we rely on a set of theories in the field of 

Media Research (Social Presence Theory and Media Richness Theory) and Social Processes (Self-

presentation and Self-disclosure) [3]: 

Social Presence Theory 

Social Presence Theory (Short, Williams, & Christie, 1976) can be defined as “the acoustic, visual, and 

physical contact that can be achieved between two communication partners”, driven by the intimacy 

and immediacy of the medium.  

The higher the Social Presence, the higher the social influence that the communication partners have 

on each other’s behavior. 

Media Richness Theory 

Media Richness Theory (Daft & Lengel, 1986) states that media differs in the degree of richness they 

possess (the amount of information they allow to be transmitted in a given time interval) and therefore 

some media are more effective than others in resolving ambiguity and uncertainty. 

Self-presentation  

Self-presentation (Goffman, 1959) process states in any type of interaction people have the desire to 

control the impressions other people have formed of them. 

Self-disclosure 

Self-disclosure process is based on the conscious or unconscious exposure of personal information, 

such as thoughts, feelings, likes or dislikes, which are consistent with the image that the person would 

like to give. 
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2.2.3 Social Media Application Types 

Social media Applications can be distinguished into six types, according to how organization can 

achieve their goals and make use of their efficiency [3]: 

Collaborative Projects 

Collaborative Projects enable end-users to cooperate and simultaneously create contents. It is the 

greatest manifestation of UGC in Social Media. 

Some examples of Collaborative Projects applications are online encyclopedia Wikipedia1 and social 

bookmarking web service Delicious2. 

Blogs 

Blogs represents the primary form of social media applications. Blogs are websites that display date-

stamped entries in reverse chronological order (OECD, 2007) and are managed by a single person. 

They provide possibility of interaction between users through the addition of comments. 

Content Communities 

Content Communities main goal is to share media content between users with a set of rules for 

banning and remove illegal contents. Usually, users in this type do not need to create personal profiles 

pages and if they do, only the basic information is required. 

The greatest example of Content communities is Youtube3. 

Social Networking Sites 

Social Networking Sites enables end-users to interact and connect to each other by creating personal 

profile pages, inviting other users to have access to these profiles and exchange messages between 

them. 

Main examples of all times of Social Networking Sites are Facebook4 and MySpace5. 

Virtual Game Worlds 

Virtual Game Worlds are the ultimate appearance of social media applications. They are platforms that 

reproduce a three-dimensional environment in which users appear in the form of customized avatars 

and interact with other users in a similar way, as they would do in real life. 

Examples of Virtual Game Worlds applications are the game World of Warcraft6 and Sony’s 

EverQuest7. 

                                                        
1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page 
2 https://del.icio.us 
3 https://www.youtube.com 
4 https://www.facebook.com 
5 https://myspace.com 
6 https://worldofwarcraft.com/en-us/ 
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Virtual Social Worlds 

Virtual Social Worlds allow users to live a virtual life similar to their real one. In this type of social 

media, users can choose their behavior more freely and similar to Virtual Game Worlds also appear in 

the form of avatars and interact in a three-dimensional virtual environment. 

The most relevant example of Virtual Social Worlds is Second Life8. 

Combining both dimension of Media Research and Social Processes along with the types of social 

media applications previously described, is possible to create a classification that can be visualized in 

Table 2. 

Table 2 - Classification of Social Media Applications by Media Research and Social Processes dimensions 
(adapted from [3]) 

  
SOCIAL PRESENCE / MEDIA RICHNESS 

  
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 

SELF-

PRESENTATION / 

SELF-

DISCLOSURE 

HIGH Blogs Social Networking 

Sites  (e.g. Facebook) 

Virtual Social Worlds 

 (e.g. Foursquare) 

LOW 
Collaborative Projects 

 (e.g. Wikipedia) 

Content Communities 

 (e.g. Youtube) 

Virtual Game Worlds  

(e.g. World of Warcraft) 

 

2.2.4 Seven Functional Blocks of Social Media 

J.H. Kietzmann et al. presented a framework that defines social media by using seven functional 

blocks. This framework is called “The Honeycomb of social media” and it is illustrated in Figure 2. 

Each block of this framework allows to unpack and analyze a specific facet of media user experience 

and its implications for the organization itself [17].  

 

Figure 2 – Honeycomb of Social Media Framework (adapted from [17]) 

                                                                                                                                                                             
7 https://www.everquest.com/home 
8 https://secondlife.com 
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The blocks are neither exclusive, nor do they all have to be presented in the application, but it allows 

to understand social media functionalities within the application.  

The seven functional blocks of the Honeycomb of social media are the following [17]: 

Identity 

Identity block represents the extent to which users reveal their personal information in a social media 

application. The reveal of user identity, can sometimes happen through the conscious or unconscious 

‘self-disclosure’ of information such as thoughts, feelings, likes, and dislikes (Kaplan and Haenlein, 

2010).  

The two main examples of social media applications built around the Identity block are Facebook (for 

self-promotion) and LinkedIn9 (for self-branding). 

Conversations 

Conversation block represents the extent to which users communicate with each other in a social 

media application. Some people use social media to tweet, blog, find new like-minded people and 

others use it as a way to make their message heard and make a positive impact in their beliefs (Beirut, 

2009). 

Examples of social media application built around Conversations block are blogs and Twitter10. 

Sharing 

Sharing block represents the extent to which users exchange, distribute and receive contents. It is 

based on the fundamental of social media of simple and easy exchange of information between users. 

Youtube is the main example of social media application built around Sharing block. 

Presence 

Presence block represents the extent to which users know if other users are accessible. This includes 

knowing where other users are in the real world or virtually, through their availability status. Presence 

is in some cases directly related to the desire to interact synchronously with other users through voice 

or sharing data. 

Primary example of applications built around presence block is Foursquare11. 

Relationships 

Relationship block represents the extent to which users can be related to other users to chat, share, 

meet or list each other as friends. 

                                                        
9 https://pt.linkedin.com/ 
10 https://twitter.com/ 
11 https://pt.foursquare.com 
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Two main examples social media applications built around Relationships block are LinkedIn and 

Skype12. 

Reputation 

Reputation block represents the extent to which users can be distinguished from other users. This can 

be achieved through reliance achieved within the application or through a content voting system. 

Youtube and LinkedIn are two major examples of applications built around Reputation block. 

Groups 

Groups block represents the extent to which users can form communities in a way that they become 

more than just a list of users. The more ‘social’ a network becomes, bigger becomes the group of 

friends, followers, and contacts. 

Facebook and Flickr13 are examples of social media applications built around Groups block. 

 

Through social media application analysis, is clear that numerous websites have established a careful 

balance between different blocks of the Honeycomb. Gene Smith states that social media applications 

generally tend to focus on three to four blocks. In Figure 3 are illustrated four examples of the 

framework applied to social media Applications. The orange block represents the main and dominant 

social media functionality within the application.  

                                                        
12 https://www.skype.com/pt/ 
13 https://www.flickr.com/ 
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Figure 3 – Contrasting the Functionalities of Different Social Media Applications (adapted from [17]) 

2.3 User Engagement 
Although it is clear, the evident need to engage users and create compelling user experiences, so that 

users continue to use the applications, there is no formal agreement on what is user engagement. To 

be involved or engaged is to feel attracted to something that holds our attention, that draws us in and 

we want to be there as user. 

According to O'Brien & Toms (2010), user engagement can be influenced by media richness, with the 

use of animations, audio and video, interactivity, communication with other users, aesthetics and 

sensorial appealing, challenges and emotional involvement [10]. 

O'Brien & Toms (2008) also identify a variety of key attributes that should be present when designing 

for user engagement: attention, novelty, interest, control, feedback, challenge and also, emotional 

(affect and motivation), sensory (aesthetics and interactivity), and spatiotemporal (perception of time, 

and self- and external aware-ness) experiences. A couple of those attributes are associated with 

usability features of effectiveness, efficacy and satisfaction. A usable application may not always be 

engaging, but engaging applications have an inherent baseline of usability [18]. 

2.3.1 User Engagement Model 

User engagement has emerged as a process and a product of interactions, with distinct attributes on 

each stage and whose intensity changes during the interaction. This intensity changes according to 
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the needs, goals, emotions and actions of the user and visual presentation and structure of the 

computer interface. 

User Engagement Model proposed by O'Brien & Toms, consists of four stages of engagement, as 

shown in Figure 4 [18]: 

 

Figure 4 – User Engagement Model (adapted from [18]) 

Point of Engagement 

At this point is where the engagement is initiated. It is usually initiated by an aesthetic appeal or the 

layout of an interface that meets the user goals, motivations, interests and abilities and the user feels 

that has enough time to spend with the application. 

Period of Engagement 

Engagement period occurs when users are able to keep their attention and interest when using the 

application and are able to achieve a state of mind characterized by positive emotions. 

During this time, users want to customize the application interface to meet their needs and receive 

appropriate and on time feedback.  

Engagement in this stage could be enhanced by social interaction with other users. 

Disengagement 

Disengagement can happen for many reasons and the most common are due to usability issues, such 

as interactivity, application technology, lack of novelty, distraction and interruption in their 

environments. 

Disengagement is associated with both negative and positive emotions of users. In a positive way, 

disengagement can occur if the needs and motivations of the users are fulfilled and the user feels 
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successful. On the other hand, users can also feel frustrated with uncertainty, loss of interest and 

motivation, which leads to eminent decision to stop using the application. 

Re-engagement 

Being disengaged with an activity does not always mean it is the end of the process of user 

engagement. Re-engagement can occur if the users have previous positive experiences and 

disengaged before they were really ready to do it. 

Re-engagement with an application can be short-term, the user may be engaged with a particular 

page, or long-term, the user performs an extensive search over time. 

 

By designing systems to maximize the opportunities for users to interact and share with other users 

and the application itself and ultimately meet their personal needs and goals, will increase the 

possibility of user engagement [19]. 
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2.4 Gamification 
Completing the review of the literature concerning the problem presented in this research, it is 

important to understand the approach, their concepts and techniques that will be used to develop the 

proposed solution. 

Games have a strong influence on our daily lives, they are deeply incorporated in human psychology 

since we were children and we could not avoid responding to game environments in a fun, playful and 

interesting way [20][21]. 

Given the huge acceptance of games in our lives, gamification can emerge as a powerful tool that 

organizations can use to solve critical problems of their business [5]. 

Gamification can be defined as the process of transforming application out of the game context as the 

areas of education, health care or social media into a kind of a game, applying some of the game 

design elements and game design thinking techniques characteristics available to encourage specific 

behaviors, improve the user experience and increase user engagement [1][6][13]. 

Deterding et al. summarizes the concept of gamification as “the use of game design elements in non-

game contexts” [22]. 

The overall goal of gamification is to influence user motivation and shape their behaviors in order to 

make them more engaged with the application, improving their activity and also their retention [23]. 

2.4.1 Play, Games and Gamification 

Gamification is related to games and not play, so to better understand what gamification means we 

first need define what games and play really are. 

The distinction between games and play is related to Callois concepts of paidia (playing) and ludus 

(gaming). This concept indicates that playing is a “more freeform, expressive, improvisational, 

recombination of behaviors and meanings” and gaming “captures playing structured by rules and 

competitive strife toward goals”[24]. 

Games and gaming, in contrast to playing and toys, have rules, goals, obstacles and competition to 

overcome in order to achieve these goals. 

Regarding gamification, the focus is almost exclusively related to the qualities of games (ludus), with 

little space for open, explanatory, free form of play (paidia) [21][25], as shown in Figure 5.  
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Figure 5 – “Gamification” between games and play (adapted from[25]) 

 

2.4.2 Internal, External and Behavior-Change Gamification 

Although we should not limit the use of gamification specifically for non-game application, the fact is 

that their predominant use is in cases where it is necessary to improve the user experience, 

engagement and use of joy [25][26]. 

According to Werbach, the use of gamification can be divided into three categories according to how it 

is applied by the organization that intends to use it [21]: 

Internal or Enterprise Gamification 

Gamification is used within the organization to improve productivity and results of their employees and 

also to promote innovation. Users are already part of the organization and interact with each other in 

their daily basis. In this case, gamification must be aligned with the existing structure and organization 

management. 

External Gamification 

Gamification is used to improve the organization's relationship with its customers, increasing their 

engagement, loyalty and identification with the product. Gamification in these cases acts as a form of 

marketing to understand and stimulate customer motivation. 

Behavior-Change Gamification: 

Gamification is used to create and promote new habits in the population in order to produce desirable 

results. These types of gamification applications are usually sponsored by non-profit organizations or 

government organizations. 

The relationship between these categories of gamification applications and organization and 

individuals’ benefits can be show in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6 – Relationship between different gamification categories for non-game applications (adapted from [21]) 

 

2.4.3 Human Motivation 

To better understand how gamification works and why it is so successful, it is necessary to understand 

what motivates us as human beings. Using the concept of motivation and some theories of social 

psychology, we will realize what it takes to have a successful application of gamification. 

Intrinsic and Extrinsic Motivation 

Being motivated is "to be moved to do something" and motivation can be distinguished based on the 

reasons or goals that lead to perform an action [21] 

Motivation can be divided into intrinsic motivation, “to do something because it is inherently 

interesting or enjoyable”, and extrinsic motivation, “to do something because it leads to a separable 

outcome” [27]. 

When a person has a lack of motivation, do not give value to an activity, do not feel competent to do it 

or do not believe in the desirable result, the person is in a state amotivation [21][27]. 

2.4.4 Behaviorism vs Self-Determination Theory 

Social psychology has been studying how social environments affect and have an impact on the 

attitudes, feelings, motivations and behavior of people for quite a while. 

One of the most dominant theories of all time was behaviorism. This theory explains that extrinsic 

motivation is a way to encourage and motivate human beings, with the systematic application of 

rewards or punishments, as reinforcement or condition responds participation. 

Against this approach, arises the most well-known and influential Cognitivist theory of all time, called 

the Self-Determination Theory (SDT), proposed by Deci et al.. This theory explains that human 

beings are inherently proactive with a strong inner desire for growth and we should focus on those 

needs, rather than assuming that people only respond to external reinforcements [28]. 
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SDT suggest that there are three basic psychological needs [23]:  

Relatedness 

Need to interact and have a social connection with other people in order to feel that it is accepted and 

belongs to a community. 

Competence (or mastery) 

Need to master and feel effective when dealing with the external environment. 

The need to master and gain competence is supported by Csikszentmihalyi's Flow Theory, as shown 

in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7 – Csikszentmihalyi's Flow Theory (adapted from [23]) 

 

This theory explains that if the difficulty of the challenge that a person is facing is within the Flow Zone, 

they are in a mental state of total focus and immersion on the activity. They do not feel over-

challenged (anxious) nor under-challenge (bored) by the external environment. The experience itself is 

becomes so enjoyable that people will do it, even at great cost, just for the sheer sake of doing it. 

Autonomy 

The need to feel in command of their own life and having their action aligned, in a meaningful way, 

with their own values and beliefs. 

 

To successfully create a gamification application and be able to motivate and change user behavior 

and create user experiences that promote user engagement with the application, we should be able to 

join both types of motivation (intrinsic and extrinsically) combining the power of rewards with a sense 

of control, fun, autonomy and challenge toward mastery. 
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2.4.5 Player Types 

Gamification is all about the users and once they become a part of the gamified application they will 

be treated as players. 

To build a successfully gamified application and to shape the desired player behaviors, it is important 

to know the types of player that exist and will interact with the system. 

According to a study conducted Bartle in a multiplayer game online, we can divide players into four 

types based on their behavior and personalities, as shown in Figure 8 [29][30]. 

Achievers 

Those who want to take action in the world and play to win. Their main goal is to collect points, level 

up and gain status. 

Explorers 

Those who enjoy interacting and discover the world. They like to spend time exploring new features, 

repeat tasks to unlock new levels and understand how things work. 

Socializers 

Those who enjoy interact with other players rather than playing the game itself. 

Killers 

This type of player is very similar to the achiever, although they enjoy seeing other players to lose and 

use tools in the game to cause distress to other players. 

 

Figure 8 – Bartle Player Types (adapted from [29]) 

A better understanding of the types of players that will exist in the gamified application will help to 

choose the game design techniques that are more appealing to the target users and that will promote 

a better user experience. 
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2.4.6 Game Thinking and Game Design 

To create a gamified application that will produce the greatest impact on user behavior, we have to 

start thinking like a game designer and approach our problem in a game thinking way. In other words, 

look at the problem and think how the solution will motivate the players and create engaging and fun 

experiences. To achieve this, we use many aspects of the game design. 

Game design can be defined as the “process of creating engaging games, based on an understanding 

of player desires, technological feasibility, and business objectives” [21]. 

MDA Framework 

Mechanics, Dynamics and Aesthetics Game Design Framework is one of the most recognized 

frameworks of game design. MDA Framework analyzes and describes game elements in a way that 

makes them possible to use outside of game environments. 

When it comes to the use of game design techniques is helpful to see both design and player 

perspectives and observe how changes in one layer affects the other. When designing the gamified 

application, it is important to think about the user perspective and encourage the designer to create an 

experience-driven instead a feature-driven design. These perspectives are illustrated in Figure 9.  

In Mechanics, Dynamics and Aesthetics (MDA) Game Design Framework, Mechanics represents the 

basic processes, tools and components of a game that generates player engagement, allowing the 

designer the ability to guide the player's actions and are used to gamify an application. Dynamics 
represents the interactions of the player with the game mechanics. Finally, Aesthetics represents how 

the game makes the player feel and response during the interaction. 

When used correctly, the game mechanics will produce a meaningful and fun emotion response 

(aesthetics) to the players [20][21][31]. 

 

Figure 9 – MDA Framework (adapted from [31]) 

 

2.4.7 Game Mechanics 

When it comes to gamification not all game elements are suitable and effective to encourage specific 

behaviors, improve user experience or enhance user engagement. We have to be able to select the 

most desirable elements according to their functionality and features. 
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For the purposes of gamification and according to Gabriel et al, there are seven primary elements that 

we should focus on when designing gamified applications [20]: 

Points 

No matter what is the scope of gamified application, the points are an absolute requirement. 

The points can be used to give value, keep track, provide feedback, to create a connection between 

progression and rewards and encourage players to perform specific tasks. In this way, you can see 

how players are interacting with the application and make appropriate adjustments to the system. 

Levels 

The levels are an accumulation of points and for that reason are good indicators of progress. They are 

used to make the players interested, acting as an indicator for the player to know where they stand in 

a gamified application over time. 

Leaderboards 

Leaderboards allow players to compare their performance and know how the other players are doing. 

Although leaderboard introduce a sense of competition, they can be powerfully demotivating. In some 

cases, players can see how far they are from the other players and may stop using the application, or 

reduce performance instead of improving it and therefore require special attention to their use. 

Badges 

Badges are the visual representation of the player's achievements in the gamified application. They 

provide a goal for the players, a guidance to what can be achieved within the application, an indicator 

of the player's reputation. They also can create a feeling of relatedness between players with the 

same badges. 

Badges are especially used to represent player’s progress and to create a sense of surprise and are 

important features for onboarding game mechanics. 

Challenges and Quests 

Challenges and Quest provide a direction to players indicating what they should be doing within the 

gamified experience. Players should be able to come to the application and have something 

interesting and meaningful to try to accomplish and challenges can provide that. 

Onboarding 

Onboarding is “the act of bringing a novice into your system” and the first minute, when a player gets 

involved with the system is the most important, for the reason that is when most of the players made 

their decisions. 

Providing in a first interaction with the players, a more interactive experience and ensure that there is 

no chance to a novice player to fail are important features to highlight. 
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Engagement loops 

When designing a gamified application, engagements loop provides not only a clear notion to how the 

player engages with the system, but also how he leaves it and return to it.  

In engagements loop a motivating emotion is what makes the player to return, which leads to social 

call to action and consequent re-engagement, which flows to progress and/or reward and so on.  

The basic steps of an engagement loop can be seen in Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10 – Social Engagement Loop, design to maximize player engagement and re-engagement using core 
elements of game design (adapted from [20]) 

 

Feedback 

Feedback is one of the most important and straightforward game mechanics in a gamified application. 

It provides real time information to the players and a feeling that it is going in the right direction. 

Feedback is directly related and connected to scored points and progression. 

2.4.8 Game Dynamics 

In Gamification it is important to understand how players interact with the gamified application and 

Game Dynamics can provide this information. 

According to Bunchball, human beings have fundamental desires and by wrapping the most 

appropriate game mechanics around the gamified application, we can create an experience that 

satisfies one or more of these needs. 

There are six game dynamics that we should focus on [5]: 

Rewards 

Players feel motivated when they receive rewards – something of value that is given to an action or 

behavior that we intent to promote to happen again. 
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In Gamification, the basic game mechanics that allow the reward are by earning points, level up or 

achieve some goal. 

Status 

Most players have a need for status, reputation, recognition and respect of other.  

In gamification almost all mechanical games promote this dynamic, with a special emphasis on 

leveling up and leaderboards. 

Achievement 

Many players are motivated by achievements, to accomplish something or their own goals and, 

inevitably, to win.  

The most satisfying reward is the recognition of their own achievements and gamification can provide 

that through the use of various game mechanics, especially with the use of badges. 

Competitive Nature 

Players are frequently motivated by competition and we can introduce some competitiveness by 

comparing the performance of a player with the others.  

In gamification almost all game mechanics promote this dynamic, but the use of leaderboards are the 

main element to display competitive results and celebrate winners. 

Altruism 

Gifting is a powerful motivator and can be used as a powerful gamification retention tool, since 

whenever a player receives a gift is pulled back into the application to redeem it. 

Self-Expression 

Players like to have the opportunity to express their identity, personality and originality that make them 

unique. 

In gamification, virtual goods earned as rewards, gifts or purchased, allows players to create their own 

virtual identity. 

2.4.9 Game Aesthetics 

Game Aesthetics describes the emotional responses displayed by the players when they interact with 

the gamified application. 

According to Hunicke et al., game aesthetics in gamification can be: Sensation to give a feeling of 

pleasure, Fantasy, Narrative to create drama, Challenge as an obstacle course, Fellowship as a 

social network, Discovery, Expression as a self-discovery and Submission as hobby [31]. 
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2.4.10 Design Gamification in Six Steps 

Gamification involves emotional concepts like fun, play, and user experience and also engineering 

measurable and sustainable systems to serve specific business objectives to be done in a thoughtful 

way.  

Werbach proposes six steps to design gamification in order to combine both creativity and a structure 

that meets the needs of the users with the technical feasibility and business realities of the 

organizations. In this way to design a successful gamified application we should [21]: 

1. Define the Business Goals 

To have an effective gamification is critical to define our goals, starting by making a list of all potential 

objectives as precise as possible. Besides the description for each goal, it is important to explain and 

justify how it will bring benefit to the organization. 

2. Delineate Target Behaviors 

The second step is must identify what we want the player to do. The list of behaviors should have as 

much behaviors as is possible to identify, to give users a range of options and activities they can 

performed based on their preferences.  

After defining the list of behaviors, it is required to develop metrics to evaluate success to translate 

behaviors into quantifiable results (e.g. points are an easy way to quantify and measure progress). 

3. Describe the Players 

As we have seen before, identify the behaviors is important to understand what motivates them. There 

are several types of players with different levels of expertise and should be possible to satisfy them all 

(e.g. noobs need reinforcement so that they can succeed and more expert player need challenges to 

keep them engaged). 

4. Device Activities Cycles 

Games have beginnings and sometimes an end, but they should not be a simply linear, they should 

have engagement loops and different levels of difficulty to experience mastery. 

5. Do not Forget the Fun 

Fun is one fundamental aspect that every gamified application should have. However is not always 

easy to predict and will be different for each type of player. 

6. Deploy the Appropriate Tools 

The finally step represents the selection of appropriate mechanics and components, and respective 

coding into the application. 
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2.4.11 Meaningful Gamification 

Meaningful gamification is the use of gamification to provide a variety of experiences that will raises 

the chances of each player to find some personal connection to the application and feels motivated to 

be engaged for a long time. 

Because there is no application that will ever benefit each type of players, Nicholson develop a 

theoretical framework for meaningful gamification. 

This framework is based on the Self-Determination Theory, and states that users should be placed in 

the center of gamified project and the application needs to provide to their players the ability to learn 

and present mastery in different ways. 

By benefiting the user first, the chances of long-term engagement will be highly improved [32]. 

2.4.12 Gamification in Social Media Applications 

Gamification can be applied to almost all types of applications and social media applications are not 

an exception. 

In recent years, many platforms with the purpose of posting, sharing and asking for all kinds of 

information have used gamification to improve their strategies and get to their users, creating more 

engaging and interactive user experiences. 

Cases of study of successful gamified application in the area of social media, with lessons learned 

from the design of their systems are presented below: 

Foursquare 

Foursquare is a social application that uses gamification and that includes points, badges, 

leaderboards and rewards to encourage their users to check on local businesses.  

According to a survey, users of this application responded that the reason for their last check-in was 

related to mayorship status or badges motivation. 

The results of implementing gamification were not all positive, sometimes users felt that the use of 

game elements to accomplish, for example, the mayorship status made them feel discouraged and 

worried about not reach it. 

In this case, the wrong use of gamification created the opposite effect and therefore the users 

eventually become disengaged with the system. 

Foursquare also made clear the need for the use of rules, by not awarding points to users who make 

three consecutive check-ins in the space of 15 minutes. In this way Foursquare prevent users for 

gaming the system [33]. 

Although there are some concerns with the lack of motivation among users when using the system, 

Foursquare continued to be a successful gamification application to follow. 
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Stack Overflow14 

Stack Overflow is an application to the developer community that uses gamification to motivate their 

users, giving public reputation through the use of points and badges for reaching pre-defined goals. 

As other Question/Answers platforms, Stack Overflow has a set of active users that contribute to the 

vast majority of the produced content and are called sparrows. Users who are experts in discuss 

issues and prove their knowledge by providing useful answers and thereby increasing the general 

knowledge of the platform, are called owls.  

Gamification is used to add reputation points to answers and motivate users to become owls or 

sparrows on the platform. 

Although the growing numbers of users who become owls and sparrows are results of using 

gamification as an incentive, not all activities were considered rewarded, including the activities related 

to post questions [34]. 

With this example, we can conclude that not all game elements are suitable for all types of 

engagement and we should adapt them to our goals and strategies. 

Busuu15 

Busuu is a social networking application to help users learn languages and to motivate them to 

complete the learning program. 

This application uses gamification to promote competition between their users, using a berry-ranking 

system, which encourage users to compare their scores with their friends and finish their course. 

The use of game design techniques on Busuu an important role in alleviating the repetitive and 

monotonous traditional learning activities and improve and making them more pleasant and effective 

[35].  

Nike+16 

Nike+ is an application that allows the user to keep track on their running progress, compare and 

share their results and achievements with their friends and obtain different status levels that reflects 

their athletic skills. 

Users can now be part of a community where they can participate, interact with other users and share 

their opinions and challenges. 

Nike+ uses gamification to transform the sport in a game, motivating users to lose calories and to be 

involved with the brand products, acting as an important, fast and effective way of retaining from a 

marketing point of view [36][37]. 

                                                        
14 https://www.stackoverflow.com 
15 https://www.busuu.com/pt/ 
16 https://www.nike.com/pt/en_gb/c/nike-plus 
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According to the majority of studies conducted about gamification, the results are that in fact 

gamification produces positive and beneficial effects for the organization that uses it in their systems. 

 Although the success of gamification may be due to the novelty effect on the industry it is clear that it 

can promote user engagement in an enjoyable way and remove it from the application will cause 

negative effects to users who are still engaged by gamification [30]. 

Nike + and Foursquare, among others, are case studies of successful applications of gamification and 

are used as examples to be followed when designing and thinking of new gamified application [38]. 

2.5 Discussion 
With the review of the literature presented in this chapter, we can realize the importance of 

maintaining user engagement in social media applications, with special attention to the reliability and 

quality of content sharing and social networking applications where the participation of users is 

essential. 

Gamification has been strongly used in social media as a technique to keep the engagement of their 

users and the loyalty of their customer. As we have seen, not all gamification elements are suitable for 

every type of social media and we should be careful and be able to select those that are the most 

appropriate to the application and to the users needs and behaviors.  

It is important to be able to use gamification to motivate and shape new user behaviors, but we should 

be careful in their use. Sometimes, application of gamification may result in the opposite effect and 

instead of motivate the users we end up demotivating them, making them feel that they are not able to 

achieve their goals or are not able to keep up with the skills of other users (as in the case of the 

leaderboards), which result in a disengagement of the system. 

However, when used correctly and taking into consideration the behavioral change techniques and 

human motivators presented previously, gamification can accomplish positive results in overcoming 

the lack of user engagement in non-game applications. 
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Chapter 3 

Research Proposal 
This chapter represents the third step of DSRM, which corresponds to the design and development of 

the artifact. At this stage, we will present a description and explanation of our proposed solution to 

address the problem identified for this research, along with its objectives. 

3.1 Objectives 
The purpose of this proposal is to understand how is possible to use gamification to change 

users behavior, so that they have a more active participation and contribute to the interest of 

the community. 

In order to achieve this, we will study which are the game design techniques available through 

the use of gamification that are the most suitable for social media applications. 

3.2 Description 
In order to fulfill the previously mentioned objectives and solve our research problem, we intent to 

develop an effective method, using gamification that can be integrated in social media software 

and that will increase the overall user engagement of the application.  

This proposal should be integrated with an existing application, in particular for a content sharing 

and social networking application as shown in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11 – Research Proposal Abstract Model 
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The first step of our proposal involves the identification of target behavior that we want to change or 

create in the users. Each element proposed in our method, will promote or create a specific behavior. 

Considering the content sharing and social networking application type, the most common behaviors 

that represent an increasing on the level of engagement and user participation are: 

- Having returning users 

- Having users spending time in the application; 

- Having users viewing publication of other users; 

- Having users publishing information; 

- Having users participating with comments or votes in existing open topic to create more 

reliable and high quality information; 

- Having users staying on the application after seeing one page; 

- User with complete profile information. 

After the identification of the behavior intended to be promoted we should identify the core activities 

present in the application and that will be target of gamification. These will be the main actions that we 

will encourage users to perform by changing their behavior or even creating new ones. In this type of 

application, those behaviors tend to be related to the publication of new contents, participating in 

existing topics through comments or votes or even regular visits to the application. 

The easiest and most effective way to promote behaviors and provide real-time feedback using 

gamification is by assigning points and we will assign them to the activities that we want users to 

perform. Users earn these points when they interact with the system. Points are used to increase 

users participation, in particular the total of new publications, comments or votes and even daily login 

if they exist. 

As the users are becoming more active and participate more in the application they will earn more 

points. The levels are introduced here to represent the progress of the user and are another way to 

promote engagement with the system through their evolution as players. 

Each level will give a certain status and reputation for the users, so that they have the purpose of 

being the most highly user in the application and also by introducing a little of competition. Some 

levels will also unlock special features or award users. This promotes the engagement of the users by 

making them spending more time in the application to unlock special features or win awards. 

The ranking of users according to their score and participation in the application can be shown through 

customized leaderboards. By creating a way to compare users activity in the system, users may feel 

motivated to spend more time and participate more to achieve a certain status or reputation in the 

application.  

Another way to promote the active participation of users is through rewards. Badges are a way to 

motivate users and are assigned when they reach personal or an application goal [39]. Badges require 

that users participate to complete a set of activities and to win the achievement. This can contribute to 

an active participation of the users. 
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Users can show their achievements in their personal pages in the application and are visible to other 

users. In this way, it is provided an additional measurement of status and progress and also another 

way to unlock special features. 

As a way of advertising, the application may still be possible for the user to share their achievements 

in other social networks such as Facebook and therefore attract new users. 

All these gamification components must be able to provide real-time feedback to users, with 

information of their status (where they are now) and a sense of continuous progress when using the 

system. 

To summarize how we intend to promote specific behavior in our proposal with the use of the 

gamification elements presents, we create the following table: 

Table 3 – Summary of behavior and gamification elements used to promote those behaviors 

Behavior we want to promote 
Gamification elements choose to promote the 

behavior 

Having returning users Points and badges for login and real-time feedback. 

Having users spending time in the 

application 

Points for activities, progress to levels, badges for 

achievements, leaderboard for being the top user, 

real-time feedback and awards for participation. 

Having users viewing publication of other 

users 

Points earned, progress through levels and badges 

to encourage the participation by searching for 

interesting and quality information. 

Having users publishing information 

Points, progression through levels and badges for 

participation. Reputation through position achieved in 

the leaderboard. Real-time feedback. 

Having users participating with comments or 

votes in existing open topic to create more 

reliable and high quality information 

Points, progression through levels and badges for 

participation. Reputation through position achieved in 

the leaderboard. Real-time feedback. 

Having users staying on the application after 

seeing one page 

With all elements of gamification we hope to 

improve the reliability and quality of the information, 

keeping the interest of the users in the application. 
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Although gamification is seen as a more interactive and meaningful experience with elements that 

promote engagement of the user, an important factor to keep in mind when designing and developing 

a system that uses game design is the ability for users to cheat and use the system to gain advantage, 

also called gaming the system. To attempt to minimize this risk it is important to draw an application 

where the negative impact of cheating would be minimal and where there is a control of user activity, 

for example, check if there are sudden increases in their scores [40]. In addition, there will be 

moderation from the management team of the application and even the possibility for users to control 

the information and report negative behaviors of other users. 

In addition to trying to motivate users to perform core activities in the application, it is important to 

motivate them to complete their personal profile.  

The information available in the personal profiles of the users and that are provided by the users 

themselves, such as their ages, gender, country, favorite activities and interests are important for the 

reason that they represent a virtual identity of user in the application. This data can also be used to 

adapt the information in accordance with the characteristics and personal interests of the users [41]. 

It will be used a progress bar to display the percentage of information completed by the user, in 

addition to the new information that will be available with the introduction of gamification, such as 

score, levels, badges and user activity. 
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Chapter 4 

Demonstration 
In this chapter, we will describe the demonstration of our proposal. Demonstration corresponds to the 

fourth step of DSRM. We will describe the environment chosen to demonstrate our proposal, followed 

by the description of the two iterations performed to achieve the proposed solution.  

Each iteration is characterized by the development of a set of gamification elements and respective 

specification on the demonstration environment. 

4.1 Demonstration Environment 
To demonstrate our proposal, we incorporated our gamification method in a social media application 

that combines both content sharing and social networking features. The application chosen to test and 

validate our proposal is SKAN17. 

4.1.1 SKAN 

SKAN is a social networking and content sharing application for the community of researchers, 

investors and professionals in the food, environment, forest and sea industries. This application allows 

its users direct access to contents and professionals of these industries, through the sharing of useful 

information, invitation to attend events and also the possibility to increase their contact list at the same 

time they relate with other users. This application is available to researchers and professional partners 

in Portugal and other countries that speak the Portuguese language such as Angola, Brazil, 

Mozambique and Cape Verde. SKAN homepage is shown in Figure 12. 

Honeycomb Framework for SKAN  

Following the framework presented by J.H. Kietzmann et al. that defines social media using seven 

functional blocks, we constructed the SKAN Honeycomb. 

Since SKAN is characterize as content sharing and social networking application, with a strong focus 

on sharing of contents with other users, we select “Sharing” as the dominant block. As social media 

application tend to focus in other three to four blocks we also selected the Identity, Relationships and 

Reputation blocks.  

                                                        
17 https://www.skanplatform.org/ 
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Figure 12 – SKAN homepage 

 

Identity block because SKAN believes in the importance of having a complete user profile that 

represent a virtual identity of the user. As an application to the community of researchers and 

professional, it is important to have a description of their work so that other can relate to them. 

Relationship block since users can chat and send messages to other user with whom they relate. And 

finally, the Reputation block, since there is a content voting system, SKAN highlights contents with the 

highest number of votes and now with gamification because the points system. 

SKAN Honeycomb is illustrated in Figure 13. 

 

Figure 13 – Honeycomb Framework for SKAN 
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Technology Description 

Our proposal was developed using Ruby on Rails open-source framework18, already used for the 

development of SKAN.   

Ruby on Rails uses one of the most quoted software pattern, Model View Controller (MVC), which 

divides the work of an application into three separate but closely cooperative layers [42]: 

 

Figure 14 – Model View Controller for Ruby on Rails 

 

Model (Active Record) represents all the data, database transactions and behavior other than that 

used for the User Interface (UI). View (Action View) represents the display of the model in the UI, 

triggered by a controller. Controller (Action Controller) takes user input, manipulates the model, and 

causes the view to update appropriately. 

Therefore, UI is the result of the combination of the view with the controller. We will adapt and add new 

features to these existing layers of SKAN in order to create a gamified environment and fulfill our 

proposal objectives. 

We use JavaScript programming language to develop web interactive layout available on the user 

interaction with the system and to make our proposal mobile responsive, we use Bootstrap (HTML, 

CSS AND JS) open-source framework, also integrated with the initial features of SKAN. 

4.2 Description of the First Iteration 
First iteration corresponds to the design and development of the first set of gamification elements 

proposed in our solution. We will present the outcome of the development of these elements through 

illustrations collected from the demonstration environment. Decisions made for the design of each 

component are also explained. 

                                                        
18 https://rubyonrails.org 
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Identify Core Activities 

The first stage of this iteration, following the guideline presented in our research proposal and now 

applied to SKAN, is to identify the existing core activities of the application. 

As previously stated, SKAN is a social networking and content sharing application and for these 

reasons, the basic actions that users can perform are the following: 

- Publish new posts; 

- Share events; 
- Participate in existing topics by comment or vote for the quality and importance of the 

information; 

- Create a complete user profile with updated information to connect with other users; 

- Login in the application to view existing notifications and check for new information. 

Activities Points 

The actions mentioned above are the user behaviors that we will try to motivate and promote with the 

integration of our proposal. To achieve this, we will start by assign points to these activities, using a 

point system. 

To choose the best score for each activity we used trial and error method. We started initially by 

assigning 20 points to post topics and share events, 15 point to comment existing topics and 10 point 

for likes. With the assistance of the development test team, mostly composed of members of SKAN's 

management team, it was possible to test the point system and was evident the rapid progress of the 

users, which leads to an adjustment in the activity points by decreasing its value. Final result of the 

activity points is shown in Table 4. 

Table 4 – Activities points in SKAN 

 
Publish new content 12 points 

 
Share event 12 points 

 
Comment post 9 points 

 
Like post 3 points 

 

The activities with more complexity and contribution to the value of SKAN will have a higher score and 

simpler activities with lower impact, like voting which will have a lower score. 

So that all users start with an initial score it is assigned 10 points when a new user register in SKAN or 

in the case of existing users, when they make the next login to the application. This initial point 

represents the beginning of the journey as players in SKAN and also gives a feeling of inherent 
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progress when users interact with the application, motivating them to continue to perform the core 

activities to earn points and progress as players in SKAN. 

User Progress Levels and Level Areas 

Levels represent a set of points that users have to achieve to progress as players in SKAN and 

consequently, level up. Level like the points gives the feeling of progress, indicating to the users in 

what stage they actually are (through a level progress bar available in their user profiles) and also 

know how much points are required to level up. 

All level and required score to level up in SKAN are shown in Table 5. 

Table 5 – User levels in SKAN 

Level 7 2 500 points 

Level 6 1 250 points 

Level 5 500 points 

Level 4 250 points 

Level 3 150 points 

Level 2 50 points 

Level 1 0 points 

 

The total of points required to achieve level two in SKAN, is based on the idea that users need to 

perform at least one of each activities to accomplish 50 points. Obviously is not mandatory to do each 

activity at least once, but the overall idea is to experience SKAN as whole. 

Progression between levels follows the idea where the next level requires the double of the score of 

the previous level. In this way, the difficulty gradually increases between levels and the users have to 

perform more activities to earn points to level up. 

Since SKAN was designed to satisfy the needs of the professional and researchers of food, 

environment, forest and sea industries, we created five major areas that users can relate with and 

progress as players. These areas are represented in Figure 15. 

 

Figure 15 – User level areas in SKAN 
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Each user has a special badge that represents their user level within the application. This badge has a 

color that is associated with the chosen level area and number of stars representing the user level.  

Final level has a special layout, with a crown at the top of the badge. Examples of these user level 

badges are shown in Figure 16. 

 

Figure 16 – User level badges in SKAN 

 

Badges for a Set of Activities 

Apart from the point and level system described above, we will give badges to the users when they 

accomplish a set of core activities in SKAN.  

By assigning badges to users when they complete a set of core activities is possible to motivate them 

to perform these activities more often and also reward users with a badge that is available in their 

profile and can be shown to other users. Whenever a user wins a badge is unlocked the next badge 

with a higher difficulty, which is reflected in the number of tasks that the users have to perform to win 

it. 

In SKAN the difficulty of badges is represented in its layout, by an increase in the color shade and also 

the description of the badge that contains information about the number of activities performed and 

their type. The easiest badges to win have a lighter tone and the most difficult ones, a darker shade. 

We assign badges when users post or share events with goals to 3, 10 and 15 repetitions. By being a 

more complex activity and that take more time to users, we begin with a lower difficulty with only three 

posts or events with the objective of creating a new user behavior.  

With less complex but equally important to the value of shared information, we have the comments. 

Similar to the badges for posting, we begin by creating the goal to make 5 comments, followed by 10 

and 20 repetition of the behavior.  

Ultimately, and for being the less complex activity and that takes less time for users to do it, we have 

the likes. Users achieve the first badge when they complete 10 likes in existing topics, followed by 20 

and 30 likes. 

Users have the list of possible badges to win in their user profile (badges possible to win are with 

watermark) and whenever they get a new one, a pop-up is displayed in the application and the list of 

badges is updated and the earned badge is highlight and at the top of that list, as shown in Figure 17.  
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Figure 17 – List of available Badges in SKAN with earning badges at the top with highlight 

 

Real-Time Feedback and Activity Record 

Real-time feedback and overall user activities feedback is one of the major gamification components 

that exists in our proposal.  

Feedback in SKAN appears in different ways. Progress of the users as players is visible in their user 

profiles through a progress bar that indicates their current status, as already described.  Each time 

users earn points, level up or win badges an information pop-up appears in the application with the 

achievement detailed information.  

These pop-ups appear in two ways: on the right side of the screen with the information of the last 

three actions performed by the user within the last 10 seconds, and with special highlight, information 

when the user achieves a badge with a congratulation message.  

All pop-up used in SKAN are shown in Figure 18. 

 

Figure 18 –Real-time feedback pop-ups of user interaction with SKAN 
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In addition to real-time feedback, user activity record provides to users the possibility to see the last 

ten actions they performed in SKAN and their detailed information about points earned, level ups and 

overall achievements.   

All users have an activity log that is available in their user profile, with the total number of posts and 

events created, comments and votes made in open topics, and also a record of the last ten actions 

performed and corresponding score and in the cases of leveling up and achieved badges, the image 

of the earned badge in point column, as shown in Figure 19. 

 

Figure 19 – Activity record with last ten action of the user and total posts, event, comments and likes performed 
in SKAN since the integration of our proposal 

 

Information about total of post, events, comments and likes performed in SKAN began to be counted 

from the moment of the integration of our proposal, with the goal of all users start at the same level, 

start from scratch, avoiding situations where users can feel demotivated about other users 

performance. 

User Profile Completion 

The last component of this first iteration is the completion of users profile to create a virtual identity of 

the user. It is also through their profiles that users have access to all information about their activity 

and progress as player in SKAN.  

In addition to this information, users have a progress chart that represents the percentage of 

completed information in their profiles. This chart becomes complete e when users fill in information 

that is considered fundamental to create a virtual identity in SKAN. Required data and corresponding 

profile percentages are shown in Table 6. 
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Table 6 – Profile completion data percentage  

About Me 20 % 

Country 15 % 

Job Information 15 % 

Organization  15 % 

Profile Photo 15 % 

Account Validation 10 % 

Level Area 10 % 

 

Similar to the idea presented in scores of core activities, we assign different percentage based on the 

complexity of the task and time required for completion.  

We assigned a higher value to "about me" information, followed by the information needed to create a 

basic profile with a photo, country and professional user information. 

Because the level area is important for the development and identity of the user as player in SKAN, 

we assigned a low percentage of 10% to this information. 

Finally, and because account validation is required to access personal page in SKAN, was assigned 

an initial value to the chart, so that all users start with 10 % of profile completion, and thus motivate 

them to continue and finish the information completion process. 

When users complete all basic information required to create their virtual identity, they win a special 

badge. This badge appears in chart position in user profile, as demonstrated in Figure 20. 

 

Figure 20 – User profile with progress chart (left) and with completed profile badge (right) 
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In the users search result (Figure 21), next to user profile is also displayed information about the user 

level and if the user has a complete profile is shown the badge. In this way, whenever a user performs 

a search about other users is possible to see that there are other users with a complete profile and 

then, feel motivated to complete their own.  

 

Figure 21 – User profile with complete identity information 

 

4.3 Description of the Second Iteration 
In the second iteration is described the second set of gamification elements that were proposed in our 

solution, but have not been developed in the previous iteration. As in the first iteration, we will present 

the outcome of the development of these elements through illustrations collected from the 

demonstration environment and present the decisions made for the design of each component. 

User Level Adjustment 

The second iteration begins with an adjustment to the current levels of user progress in SKAN. Users 

had a fast progress as players, leveling up quickly with their interaction with the application and for 

that reason, we decided to add three more levels of progress to the existing ones. 

Following the method of doubling the required score from the previous level, we present the levels 

added in Table 7, now with level 10 as the highest level and that represents the higher level of 

expertise. 

 

Table 7 – New user levels added to SKAN 

Level 10 12 000 points 

Level 9 7 500 points 

Level 8 5 000 points 

 

Users have now a further progression capacity, which reflect their participation in the community 

interest through the use of SKAN. 

New Activity Points 

To promote and create new user-behaviors, we decided in addition to the scores assigned in the 

previous iteration, to assign points to the daily login activity in SKAN.  
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Since one of the main goals of SKAN is to maintain the engagement of its users, so that they visit the 

application on a regular basis, we will start by giving points for each daily login that the users do. 

Continuing with the baseline of awarding points according to the complexity and time required to finish 

the activity, we decide to give a symbolic value of 3 point for every daily login in the application (Table 

8). 

Table 8 – Daily login activity points in SKAN 

 
Daily login 3 points 

 

With this new point assignment we hope to motivate the users to login more often, acting also as an 

easy way for users to earn points, but with a huge impact and importance for the application goals. 

New Badges for Daily Login 

In addition to the promotion of new daily login behavior by assigning points, we will give badges to 

users when they complete a set of consecutive daily logins. The idea behind this new achievement is 

the ability to shape user-behavior in a way that the users begin to visit the application more often, 

ideally in their working days (five days of a week), then continue to visit all days of the week (seven 

consecutive login) and ultimately, achieve a badge for visiting the application for two week (15 

consecutive days). 

Like in the first iteration, we maintain the badge layout presented by increasing the badge tone and 

description. The easiest badge to win (five consecutive logins) has a lighter shade and the hardest 

badge to achieve (15 consecutive logins) a darker shade. 

List of all existing badges in SKAN can be consulted in Appendix A – List of Badges. 

Competition through Leaderboards  

For users with more competitive nature, we decided to add a competitive feature through the use of 

leaderboards. Leaderboards allow users to compare their performance with other users activity and 

we will have 10 top users according to their scores, badges achieved and general activity, such as the 

total of posts, events and comments made during their interaction with SKAN. 

The top three of each leaderboard will have a special highlight to stand out from other user in the top. 

An example of an existing leaderboard in SKAN is shown in Figure 22. 
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Figure 22 – SKAN leaderboards of user’s activity 

 

Initially leaderboards show top users by network, but since in these networks there has been a few 

active participation from their users and the top was composed with user with zero activity, we have 

decided to draw up an overall leaderboard with all users of SKAN. 

All users present in the leaderboard have a link to their profiles where users can check other 

information they considered relevant. 

Virtual and Physical Awards for Users  

To motivate the users to continue their behavior and active participation, we will give both physical and 

virtual awards, giving something of value to the users.  

As virtual rewards we give reputation to the users, this can be achieved in two ways: with the use of 

leaderboards and with a special highlight for user with the highest score, denominated as the “top 

user” (Figure 23). Top user avatar will be added to the sidebar of the application, with the name, score 

and a direct link to his profile. 

 

Figure 23 – Top user of SKAN 
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As physical rewards, they may be technical specifications, possible entries into SKAN catalogs or 

participation and invitations to events held in the user's area of interest. The awards are chosen by the 

SKAN management team and can be changed according to team goals and options.  

Users can unlock physical reward when they reach level 7 or 10 of users progress, although these 

awards are not explicit for the users, they know that the rearward exist but they do not know when and 

what they have to do to achieve it.  

When the user wins an award, a pop-up shows up and becomes visible only to the users who won it. 

The user should then get in contact with SKAN management team to claim the award. 

Because users know that there are rewards, through disclosure on social networks and in SKAN 

newsletters, but they do not have the information about when and what they have to do to win them, 

there is the possibility of feeling demotivated. However, this decision was made to avoid the 

occurrence of situations of gaming the system by users, only to win the awards. 

Gamification Rules and Content Moderation 

Every game has rules and our proposal of gamification is not an exception. We established a set of 

rules and moderation of content that will occur during the interaction of users with SKAN. 

Information regarding assigned activities points, required score to level up, existing level areas of 

progress, profile completion percentages and general information about content moderation is 

available on SKAN FAQ section19. 

Content moderation is currently ensured by SKAN management team and whenever the team feels it 

is necessary or in situation when the users try to gaming the system, by deleting posts, events and 

comments, leading to a deduction of the user total score. 

Despite this moderation currently being held by SKAN management team, the idea is in the future this 

task be performed by a set of users, selected according to their level of expertise and total activity, 

having the role of moderators. 

 

                                                        
19 https://www.skanplatform.org/faqs 
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4.4 Technical Implementation of our Proposal 
This section describes the technical decisions that were made and the problems that were faced 

during the development of the proposed solution.  

To begin the implementation of our gamification proposal, we start by adding to the existing code 

constants with the score by activity and profile completion percentage as described above in the Table 

4 and Table 6 respectively and created in the application database four more tables:  

- Level Table: containing the levels information and required score for the user to be in that 

level; 

- Badges Table: containing the badges information with the name and the type of badge; 

- Achievements Table: containing all achievements of the users (badges won by the users); 

- Score Events Table: containing information all score events with user identifier, description of 

the gamified event and points earned. 

To the Users table we add the fields containing the gamification data with the score, level, level area 

and counters of total posts, events comments, likes and daily login to start counting from the moment 

of the integration of our method. 

Since we developed a method to be integrated in an existing application, the next step that we had to 

take was the understanding of the existing project and it’s functioning. We begin with the identification 

of the objects that we needed to use, as is the case of Users, Posts, Comments and Votes and when it 

was actually confirmed its creation in the database.  Every time one of these objects is created we 

update the counter for those object, update the score of the user, create an entry in Score Events 

Table with the activity record and verify: 

- if with the new score, the level of the user reaches the required score to level up; 

- if with the new total of creation of that object, a badge can be awarded, according to the set of 

activities described above and award that badge adding an entry in the Achievements Table. 

The activity record of the user is used to display the last ten actions of the users in their profiles and 

give real-time feedback using pop-ups, containing the actions performed within the last 10 seconds. 

Whenever it is necessary, particularly when it is deleted one of these objects or in situation of gaming 

the system, the opposite actions can also be performed, decreasing the user score. It is also create for 

the management team of the application the possibility to delete inappropriate posts, events or 

comments, leading to a deducting in the score of the user as a way to moderate the contents and 

punish users for inappropriate behavior. 

For the particular case of the users daily login, we have to be more careful. The application have three 

ways to login (Google and Facebook API or SKAN account) and we needed to study when was the 

ideal time to verify is the users have performed a login in that day. After the user authentication, the 
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last date of login is updated in the Users Table and we verify if the user has already login in that day 

and if not we add the login bonus.  

The initial score is giving to the users in two situation: if the users was already registered and have a 

total of daily login to zero, on their first login after the integration or at the moment of the creation of an 

User instance object. 

Users profile display updated information about the score, level progress and remaining percentage to 

level up, a chart with the calculated percentage of completion profile information an in the badges area 

the achievements by user from the Achievements table. 

All graphical elements used in our proposal were designed from scratch and customized to the 

industry areas.  

The biggest challenge of the implementation of our proposal was to integrate this solution in a existing 

application and be able to understand its implementation code and programming language used, Ruby 

on Rails, to create our method in the most efficiently way possible without changing or decreasing the 

application overall performance and the adoption of its users. 
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Chapter 5 

Evaluation 
In this chapter, we will evaluate whether the demonstrated artifact indeed supports the proposed 

solution. We will start by presenting the evaluation framework chosen to evaluate our proposal, 

followed by a description of the limitations of this study and, finally, an analysis of the results obtained 

during both iterations. 

5.1 Evaluation Method 
Although there is no consensus on how to perform an evaluation in DSRM and what is the best 

method to do it, there is an overall agreement about its importance and necessity. In order to perform 

an evaluation of our proposal we will use the Design Science Research Evaluation Framework 

proposed by Prie-Heje et al. that defines the evaluation strategy over three characteristics [9]: 

What will be actually evaluated: the developed artifact. 

When it will be evaluated: before (ex ante), after (ex post) the artifact is developed or both. 

How it will be evaluated: evaluates the artifact performance in a real environment with real users 

(naturalistic) or conducts the evaluation in an artificial environment (artificial), such as simulation, 

experimentation or mathematical proofs. 

Since the Design Science Research Evaluation Framework provides an incomplete set of evaluation 

criteria and does not explain which are the most suitable methods for each of those criteria, we will 

use some dimensions of the Hierarchy of Evaluation Criteria for IS Artifact Evaluation proposed by 

Prat et al., to increase the overall evaluation accuracy of our proposal [43]: 

Goal Dimension 

- Efficacy: the extent to which the artifact achieves its goal; 

- Validity: the degree to which the artifact correctly reaches its goal. 

Environment Dimension 

- Utility: Quality of the artifact in practical use; 

- Understandability: How easy is to understand the use of the artifact; 
- Ease of use: How natural is to operate with the artifact; 

We evaluated the proposed solution using two stages of evaluation: before and after its development. 

The evaluation was conducted in a real demonstration environment, as described in section 4.1. We 

evaluated if the proposal objective of understanding how is possible to use gamification to change 

users behavior and therefore contribute to a more active participation by the user was achieved, using 
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the metrics defined in the Goal dimension and also its usability through the metrics defined in the 

environment dimension.  

In order to evaluate if the objective of the proposed solution was achieved, it is necessary to 

understand how is possible to measure user engagement. Metrics such as log analysis, number of 

views or even time spend in the application answers the question of what is taking place during the 

user interaction with the system but do not address the user cognitive and emotion state, fundamental 

to engagement. According to O'Brien & Toms the best way to measure engagement is combining the 

analysis of user interaction with the system with a survey instrument, defined as the most appropriate 

technique to evaluate users perception of their experience and level of engagement [14].  

We prepared two usability and user experience surveys. One conducted before the integration of our 

gamification method to evaluate the users perception and experience, which reflect their engagement 

and the other conducted after the development of our proposal to analyze how users react to this 

integration. 

Along with the survey technique, we collected feedback from the application management team. The 

members of this team act as active users in the application and were possible to understand in first 

hand their perception and experience with gamification.  

To analyze the overall user interaction with the system we collected data from their activity using 

Google Analytics framework.  Apart from this framework, we will also analyze data collected directly 

from SKAN database, such as the register user per month, users activity and general gamification 

data such as scores and badges achieved. 

5.1.1 Google Analytics 

To evaluate the data of users activity and devise usages we used Google Analytics20 framework. This 

section explains the basic concepts of this framework and how it works. 

With Google Analytics we can collect and analyze data to understand the behavior and interaction of 

users with SKAN.  

User in Google Analytics is a visitor to the website, a session is a collection of iterations during a 

specific period of time and an interaction is what the users do. Some users visit the website only one 

time and other visit it multiple times, then called returning users.  

To track users, Google Analytics creates anonymous, unique identifiers to distinguished between 

users. These identifiers are associated to the device the users uses the first time it load a content of 

the site and a record of an existing identifier is count as a returning user. 

A session is the period of time where the users interacts with the website and it ends after 30 minutes 

of inactivity of the users. The next time that Google Analytics detects an interaction from the user it 

starts a new session. 

                                                        
20 https://www.google.com/analytics/ 
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Google Analytics allows us to have access to information about the average number of pages viewed 

during a session, total pages viewed in a period of time, average session duration and bounce rate 

(when users leave the application after visit only on page) among others.  

Besides the information about user behavior, Google Analytics collects data from the browser, such as 

demographic information (language of the users, country and traffic origin), browser name, the device 

(mobile vs. desktop) and operation system used to access the website.  

5.1.2 SKAN Objectives 

SKAN objective can be divided into two major goals: user engagement and user active participation. 

The primary goal of SKAN is to be an active platform, where their users return every day to view and 

check for new posts or even to contribute with new ones.  

In the process of user engagement, the users feel connected to the system and enjoy spend time on 

it. They feel like they belong to the community and like to share their knowledge by creating new 

contents, share existing information or even participate on open debates. 

SKAN objectives with the integration of this proposal are: 

- Increase the overall users; 

- Increase the number of returning users; 

- Increase the total of publications made by the users; 

- Increase the participation of their users in order to create more reliable and high quality 

information; 

- Increase the posts viewed by other users; 

- Reduce the bounce rate. 

 

The evaluation process of our proposal had a duration of four months, between June and September 

2016. The participants in this evaluation were the users of SKAN and the management team of the 

system. The evaluation follows the method presented and described earlier in this section and we will 

analyze and evaluate if the main goals of SKAN were achieved in our proposal. 

5.2 Study Limitations 
The evaluation of our proposal took place between June and September. This period is characterized 

by the vacations of most Portuguese users, which represent a stage of low interaction of these users 

with the system and therefore a phase of low user engagement.  

Although an iteration in DSRM be characterized by a demonstration followed by its evaluation, another 

limitation of the evaluation of our study was the short period of time between the deployment of each 

iteration. Consequently, we decide to perform the analysis of our results after integration of the second 

iteration, taking into account the whole period since the deployment of the first iteration. 
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We used Google Analytics to collect user usage and traffic data and one of the metrics that we have 

selected from this framework was the clicks of the users on the application. This metric was going be 

used to understand which were the elements that the users clicked more often, being able to obtain 

data about how many times users clicked in help or FAQ section or which elements users saw in their 

users profiles, such as information about scores or badges achieved. However, the existing plugin to 

the effect was not consistent with the adopted technology (Ruby on Rails) and it was not possible to 

obtain conclusive data. 

5.3 Usability Survey Result Analysis 
This section presents the results of the first evaluation conducted in SKAN before the integration of 

our proposal (ex-ante evaluation). The main goal of this analysis was to understand the overall 

usability and level of user engagement of the application before the integration of our proposal and 

what aspects we intend to improve in the future. 

This survey was conducted via online, shared with users through SKAN newsletter. This survey relies 

on the response of 36 users and had duration of one month. The survey conducted is presented in 

Appendix B – SKAN Usability Survey. 

 

Figure 24 – SKAN regularity of use 

 

From the results obtained, only 5,6% of the respondent users visit the application every day, followed 

by 44,4% that return once a week. Since one of the goals of SKAN is to be an active platform, where 

their users return every day to visit and check for new information, we can observe that these results 

represent a low rate of user engagement and consequently user regular participation. 

As an application where the goal is the sharing of information and the relationship between users, we 

intend to understand which are the activities that the users value the most and perform more regularly 

in SKAN. 83% of the respondent users consider posting new contents as the most valued activity, 

followed by sharing events with 67% and with 25% interact with users of other countries. Although only 

28% of the respondent users had never published before, SKAN database records shows that a large 
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number of users had never post or shared an event in SKAN. Also, only 25% of the respondent users 

believe that the information available in SKAN has an impact in the target industry.  

According to these results, one of the first goals of our proposal is to increase the number of user that 

visit the application on a daily basis and improve the value and credibility of the information by 

promoting a more active participation of the users. Although one of the main objectives of SKAN is to 

acquire new users, it is import to create condition to retain their current ones, whose level of 

engagement is relative low.  

With these results and for the purpose of our proposal we have a situation of lower rate of user 

engagement and it is clear the need to change behaviors and contribute for an active user 

participation in order to improve SKAN results. 

5.4 User Engagement Data Result Analysis  
Analysis of the results obtained through the collection of data from the Google Analytics and SKAN 

data is divided according with the two major goals of SKAN: increasing the user engagement and 

enhance user participation. 

5.4.1 User Engagement Analysis 

To analyze the level of user engagement of SKAN, we selected several evaluation metrics that 

combine data collected from Google Analytics and SKAN database. 

User engagement, among other aspects, is characterized by the returning users and the time they 

spend to explore the application. For this reason, to understand the level of user engagement of 

SKAN, during the period of time of the evaluation of our proposal, we have taken into consideration 

the following metrics:  

- New vs. Returning Users: Metric obtained through Google Analytics analysis and SKAN 

database data collection. New users are calculated based on two parameters: new user per 

month based on their unique session identifiers and actual register of new users obtain from 

the database; 

- Bounce Rate: Metric obtained through Google Analytics analysis and indicates the 

percentage of session where users only visit one page and leave; 

- Average Session Duration: Metric obtained through Google Analytics analysis and indicates 

the average time users spend in the application for session; 

- Average Session Pageviews: Metric obtained through Google Analytics and indicates the 

average pages viewed by the users for session. 

- Daily Login Badges Achieved: Metric obtained through data collected from SKAN database 

and indicates the total of users that have achieved the daily login badge during their 

interaction with the application. 
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We compared the results obtained during the period of time of our evaluation with the same period last 

year and the results are shown in the following charts: 

 

Figure 25 – Returning Users 

 

Through the analysis of the results obtained, we can observe that in comparison to the previous month 

before we start our evaluation (in May) there is a lower rate of returning users, however there is an 

increasing in the percentage of users that have returned to use the application compared to last year 

(Figure 25). From the data collected from the SKAN database concerning the total of register users 

per month, we have an average of 31 unique users registered in 2015 against the14 unique users in 

2016. Despite of the lower number of register users we maintain within the annual average of register 

per month (14,8%) in the evaluation period. 

 

Figure 26 – Bounce rate 

In the beginning of our evaluation, bounce rate was a higher than last year, but we were able to 

reduce to lower value in comparison to last year (Figure 26). 
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Figure 27 – Average session Pageviews per user 

 

Average Pageviews per user is slightly higher compared to 2015 (Figure 27), not having a sharp 

decrease in the months of lower adherence (July and August) as in the past period. 

 

Figure 28 – Average session duration per user 

 

The average session duration per user in the same period was slight higher with an average of 

00:02:13 minutes per session in 2016 against the 00:02:08 minutes in 2015 (Figure 28). 

Concerning the total of daily login badges achieved by the users, during the period of our evaluation 

and take into consideration that our second iteration (containing the integration of these badges) was 

deployed in early August, we have two users that have completed five and one user seven 

consecutive daily logins. This can indicate that the daily login behavior may be starting to become 

encouraged. 

With these results, we can conclude that with our proposal, there was a slight increase in user 

engagement during this period, giving indications of higher interest of users in the application 
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contents, with an increase of the average of pages seen by the users and in the time they spend in the 

application. 

These results suggest that our method has not failed, it did not however increase exponentially the 

user engagement, but was able to keep its level more constant compared to the same period without 

gamification, also reducing the abandonment of the system in this period. 

5.4.2 User Participation Analysis 

To analyze the level of user participation of SKAN, we select several evaluation metrics resulted by 

data collected from SKAN database. 

User participation in SKAN, as an application of content sharing and social networking, is 

characterized by all the activity made by the users. For this reason, to understand the participation of 

the users during this period of evaluation of our proposal, we have taken into consideration the 

following metrics:  

- Total Post, including Events: Metric obtained through data collected from SKAN database 

and indicates the total of publications made by the users, including shared events, per month; 

- Total Likes in existing contents and comment: Metric obtained through data collected from 

SKAN database and indicates the total of likes made by the users per month in existing topics 

or comments; 

- Total Comments: Metric obtained through data collected from SKAN database and indicates 

the total of comments made by the users per month;  

- Total badges achieved by the users: Metric obtained through data collected from SKAN 

database and indicates the total of badges achieved by the users per month. 

We compared the results obtained during the period of time of our evaluation with the same period last 

year and the results are shown in the following charts: 

 

Figure 29 – Total publications made per month 
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Total publications made by the users during the evaluation of our proposal remained lower than the 

last year, with an average of 52 posts per month in 2016 against the 83 posts in 2015, as shown in 

Figure 29. However, at the end of our evaluation occurred an approximation of the values obtained to 

last year. 

 

Figure 30 – Total likes made per month 

 

The average of likes, made per month in existing topic and comments was 42 likes per month in 2015, 

with an increase to 65 likes per month in 2016. During this period, it became clear that the 

participation of the users did not suffer a drop, even reach higher values in comparison to the last year 

(Figure 30). 

Commenting was clearly the behavior with lower rate of participation. From the data collect form 

SKAN database during this evaluation period, the total average of comments made per month was 

four and in 2015, six. However we had a significant rise in the last month of evaluation (September) 

with a total of eight comments, the maximum value achieved this year. 

Badges are achieved when users complete a set of behaviors and reflect their overall participation and 

contribution to the application. During the evaluation period, the users begin to earn badges, with a 

total of 14 badges achieved in June, 15 in July, 6 in August and 5 in September. 

With these results, although the total of publications per month was lower than the previous year, there 

was an approximation to the previous results obtained, which can give evidence of a motivation that 

reinforces this behavior among users. Regarding the overall participation of the users, with the 

integration of our proposal, there was an increase in the participation, which leads to the conclusion 

that our gamification method may result in changing users behavior, contributing to a more active 

participation. 
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5.5 Gamification Survey Result Analysis 
Gamification survey was conducted via online, shared with users through SKAN newsletter. This 

survey is based on the response of 25 users and had duration of one month. The survey conducted is 

presented in Appendix C – SKAN Gamification Survey. 

From the results obtained, 52% of the surveyed users were male and 60% of the users are between 

the ages of 36-65 and 40% between 18-36. 84% of the users do not have the habit of playing 

videogames, pc or mobile games in their daily routine, however 44% of the respondent user had 

already used applications that contains game elements. 

 

 Figure 31 – SKAN Regularity of use with our proposal 

 

With regards to the regularity of use with the integration of our proposal we have an increase in the 

regularity of use since the first survey conducted. Before gamification only 6% of the users use the 

application every day and 44% weekly. With our proposal we have an increase in this values, now with 

8% of the respondent users visit the SKAN every day and 28% of the users more than once a week 

(Figure 31).  

Figure 32 – Aspects that motivate user participation 
(gamification vs. non-gamification)  

Figure 33 – New features introduced with our 
proposal that motivates user participation
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With the inclusion of our proposal, the focus of users remains in the content sharing with 80% of 

surveyed users, knowledge of new events with 72% and creating contents of high quality and creating 

new contacts with 32% (Figure 32).  For the purpose of this research, for our method to act as an 

intrinsic motivator, the functionalities that are not related to gamification should have the higher 

percentage of interest for the users. Based on the results of this analysis presented above, we can 

conclude that our method acts in fact as an intrinsic motivator, where gamification related features had 

the lowest percentage of importance to the participation of the users.  

As for the new features introduced with our proposal, users considered with 40% of votes that real-

time feedback contribute to the increase of their participation, followed by earning point for user 

activities and ranking with 16% of votes (Figure 33). 

 

Figure 34 – Aspects that users considered interesting, fun and appealing 

 

With regards to the most appealing and enjoyable aspects introduced with our proposal, the users 

considered real-time feedback as most appealing aspect with 44%, activity records and ranking of 

users activity with 32% of the votes (Figure 34). 

Another aspect that was developed with the integration of our proposal was the completion of user 

profiles. 56% of the users currently have their profiles completed and 28% do not know it current 

status. 40% of the users did not know if with the use of gamification, in particularly, the progress bar 

for the completion of their profiles motivates them to complete the information required. However, from 

the users who had formed an opinion, 73,3% feel that our method influenced them to complete their 

profile information.  

About the overall opinion about the usability and user experience with our proposal, 83.3% of the 

respondent users prefer to use the application with our proposal (from an yes/no question). With these 

results we can conclude that the users enjoy gamification and the new features integrated in SKAN, 

which and can be a good indicator for the increase of their participation and engagement. 

From the results obtained and considering the user experience collected from this survey, although 

there was a good user adoption to the method proposed and the users consider that with gamification 
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the application became more appealing and prefer to use it with the new features, their focus 

continues to be the interest of the community.  

Gamification adds more value to the application, being able to motivate the users to participate by 

providing real-time feedback of their activities, a feature considered by most users as the most 

important one. The main concern of the users remains the sharing of reliable and high quality 

information, where gamification acts as support to make it possible to happen. 

The overall goal of this proposal was never to change the priorities of the users it was only to 

enhancing them and acting according to the interests of the community. 

5.6 Feedback from Management Team Members 
To complete the evaluation of our proposal, we collected feedback from SKAN management team 

members. This team is responsible to regularly publish new contents and share events to stimulate 

and encourage the participation of the users. For that reason, the members of this team are active 

users of the application and we decided to ask their opinion about their user experience and usability 

of our proposal. 

The feedback was collected during the design and development meetings, make every 15 days with 

two of the members of the SKAN management team. At the end of the second iteration, we sent an 

email to the remaining team members, asking for their opinion about the new functionalities of the 

application. 

Overall, the team believes that with the integration of our gamification method, the application become 

more interesting, enjoyable and appealing and that will encourage the users to participate more and 

communicate more with each other. 

The concern that some team members have shown was whether users would realize the goal of using 

gamification, since it is an industry where users are not familiar with the concept of games and its 

elements. 

Because the application target industries are industries with several sectors, limit the areas of interest 

to five options may ultimately limit the choice of the users, despite the level areas created are quite 

extensive to their sectors. If indeed this problem occurs, it may be necessary to adjust the existing 

level areas or even create new ones.  

The team feels particularly enthusiastic about the ranking of activity of users, hoping that the 

remaining users feel the same. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion 
In this chapter, we summarize all the work done during this research. We also describe the lessons 

learned and the contributions that result from this study. Limitations faced during the research are also 

presented. The communication of this research to relevant audiences, which represents the last step 

of DSRM, is also described. We end this study with some future work suggestion. 

This research was elaborated for the purpose of solving the problem of the lack of user engagement 

and therefore their participation in social media applications. This problem is faced by most of the 

organizations when they developed their systems and it is important to maintain their users engaged, 

otherwise they will gradually leave the system, stop contributing to the community interests and the 

organizations end up not achieving their goals. 

In order to overcome this problem, our research proposed the development of an artifact, using 

gamification, that can be integrated in social media software and that will increase the overall user 

engagement of the application. The goal of this research proposal is to understand how is possible to 

use gamification to change user behavior, so that they have a more active participation and contribute 

to the interest of the community. 

To develop a valuable, publishable and high quality design science research we adopted the Design 

Science Research Methodology. This methodology divides the demonstration of our proposal into two 

iterations, each one characterized by a set of gamification elements integrated in our demonstration 

environment. 

At the end of the development of our proposal we performed an evaluation based on the Design 

Science Research Evaluation Framework, designed to help researchers perform evaluation on their 

studies and metrics to measure user engagement to evaluate the results of our proposal. The 

evaluation was composed with two surveys conducted before and after the development of the 

artifact, continuous feedback obtained from the management team of the application used to 

demonstrate our proposal and data records analysis of the users activity and performance.  

Other important conclusions obtained during the elaboration of this research and that should be 

highlighted are presented in the following sections.  
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6.1 Lessons Learned 
In this section we highlight the lessons learned during this research.  

From the literature review, we can realize the importance of understanding the type of users who will 

design the gamified application and be able to adapt the proposed method to their game knowledge 

and needs. It is important to realize if the target users are used to play games, and if they do not, start 

with a simpler design and make gradual upgrades to a better adoption to the method. 

It is important, in this type of social media applications where there is a team where the focus is the 

promotion and publishing contents, to realize their user experience, opinions and perception to the 

elements introduced. The member of these team are active users in this systems, they understand the 

target users and know their characteristics and it is critical their feedback to the development of an 

effective gamification method. 

6.2 Contributions 
This research has as their greatest contribution a proven gamification method that can be applied to 

social media applications, to the cases of content sharing and social networking type, that have 

difficulty in be able to keep their users engaged with their systems to improve overall user engagement 

and user participation. 

6.3 Limitations 
The main limitations of this research have occurred during the design of our proposal and during the 

evaluation process. 

Limitation faced during the period of evaluation of the proposed method have already been described 

in the evaluation chapter of this document (section 5.2) and can be summarized by the short period 

between iterations to collect and analyze relevant data and for be an evaluation period characterize by 

a low rate of user engagement. 

As for the design of our proposal, the main limitation that we faced was the little scope for creativity. 

For being an application developed for an industry were the users are not used to play games and 

therefore they are not familiar with game elements that exist in gamification, we had to be more careful 

when designing the method and trying to be as simple as possible in the design of the elements used. 

6.4 Communication 
This section represents the last step of DSRM and corresponds to the communication to other 

researchers and relevant audiences, the importance of this research problem, along with the results 

obtained with the proposal presented to solve the problem identified. 
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Unfortunately and because of the late results we obtained with the demonstration of our proposal, we 

were not able to submit articles to the conferences we had selected to publish this research. 

6.5 Future Work 
This research proposes a gamification method that can overcome the problem of the lack of user 

engagement, discuss in the beginning of this study. It is important to be able to study more 

combinations of different gamification elements available and presented in the literature review, 

creating challenges for users that encourage user behavior that have not yet been promoted. 

When the users start to feel comfortable interacting with gamified application, improve the method by 

introducing more creativity and innovation to the existing elements. Users levels progression by 

creating a more thematic and allusive to the industry progress and activity charts with visualization 

techniques are examples of situation where we can explore the creativity and fantasy that are part of 

gamification. 

Since most users did not have the habit of playing it was interesting to create a user profile after the 

integration of our proposal and in the cases of users with an initial gamer profile to understand how 

gamification can change their type of player. 

Customize the available information according to areas of interest (level area) of users in order to 

create an application more customizable to the interests of the users and understand how this feature 

would be an asset to increase the engagement of the users. 
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Appendixes 

Appendix A – List of Badges 
Complete list of badges implemented in the SKAN. The evolution when achieving badges of the same 

type is represented by the intensity of its color and number written in the legend of the badge. 

 

   

Badge for a set Likes 

Users earn these badges when 

they complete 10, 20 or 30 likes 

in SKAN posts. 

   

Badge for a set Comments 

Users earn these badges when 

they complete 5, 10 or 20 

comments in SKAN posts. 

   

Badge for a set Posts 

Users earn these badges when 

they complete 3, 10 or 15 posts 

in SKAN. 

   

Badge for a set Events 

Users earn these badges when 

they complete 3, 10 or 15 

events in SKAN. 

   

Badge for a set Daily Logins 

Users earn these badges when 

they complete 5, 7 or 15 

consecutive daily logins in 

SKAN. 
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Appendix B – SKAN Usability Survey 

 

 

Avaliação Usabilidade SKAN
*Obrigatório

1. Com que regularidade utilização a plataforma? *
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Ocasionalmente

 Semanalmente

 Diariamente

2. Funções da plataforma que mais valoriza? *
Pode seleccionar mais do que uma opção
Marcar tudo o que for aplicável.

 Notícias

 Eventos

 Conhecimento de novas tecnologias

 Interacção com utilizadores de outros países

 Rede Social

 Outra: 

3. Qual a sua opinião relativamente à facilidade de navegação? *
Pode seleccionar mais do que uma opção
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Razoável

 Boa

 Muito Boa

 Não sabe/Não Responde

4. Qual a sua opinião relativamente à facilidade de publicação de conteúdos? *
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Razoável

 Boa

 Muito Boa

 Não sabe/Não Responde

5. Qual a sua opinião relativamente ao design? *
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Razoável

 Boa

 Muito Boa

 Não sabe/Não Responde

6. Qual a sua opinião relativamente à velocidade da plataforma? *
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Razoável

 Boa

 Muito Boa

 Não sabe/Não Responde

7. Qual a sua opinião relativamente ao calendário de eventos *
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Razoável

 Boa

 Muito Boa

 Não sabe/Não Responde

8. Qual a sua opinião relativamente a mensagens entre utilizadores? *
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Razoável

 Boa

 Muito Boa

 Não sabe/Não Responde

9. Qual a sua opinião relativamente a notificações? *
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Razoável

 Boa

 Muito Boa

 Não sabe/Não Responde
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4. Qual a sua opinião relativamente à facilidade de publicação de conteúdos? *
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Razoável

 Boa

 Muito Boa

 Não sabe/Não Responde

5. Qual a sua opinião relativamente ao design? *
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Razoável

 Boa

 Muito Boa

 Não sabe/Não Responde

6. Qual a sua opinião relativamente à velocidade da plataforma? *
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Razoável

 Boa

 Muito Boa

 Não sabe/Não Responde

7. Qual a sua opinião relativamente ao calendário de eventos *
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Razoável

 Boa

 Muito Boa

 Não sabe/Não Responde

8. Qual a sua opinião relativamente a mensagens entre utilizadores? *
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Razoável

 Boa

 Muito Boa

 Não sabe/Não Responde

9. Qual a sua opinião relativamente a notificações? *
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Razoável

 Boa

 Muito Boa

 Não sabe/Não Responde

10. Qual a sua opinião relativamente às redes de outros países *
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Razoável

 Boa

 Muito Boa

 Não sabe/Não Responde

11. Qual a sua opinião relativamente à pesquisa de conteúdos *
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Razoável

 Boa

 Muito Boa

 Não sabe/Não Responde

12. Qual a sua opinião relativamente à pesquisa de utilizadores *
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Razoável

 Boa

 Muito Boa

 Não sabe/Não Responde

13. Qual a sua opinião relativamente à pesquisa de tecnologias? *
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Razoável

 Boa

 Muito Boa

 Não sabe/Não Responde

14. Qual a sua opinião relativamente à relevância das publicações? *
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Razoável

 Boa

 Muito Boa

 Não sabe/Não Responde

15. Qual a sua opinião relativamente à atualidade da informação? *
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Razoável

 Boa

 Muito Boa

 Não sabe/Não Responde
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10. Qual a sua opinião relativamente às redes de outros países *
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Razoável

 Boa

 Muito Boa

 Não sabe/Não Responde

11. Qual a sua opinião relativamente à pesquisa de conteúdos *
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Razoável

 Boa

 Muito Boa

 Não sabe/Não Responde

12. Qual a sua opinião relativamente à pesquisa de utilizadores *
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Razoável

 Boa

 Muito Boa

 Não sabe/Não Responde

13. Qual a sua opinião relativamente à pesquisa de tecnologias? *
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Razoável

 Boa

 Muito Boa

 Não sabe/Não Responde

14. Qual a sua opinião relativamente à relevância das publicações? *
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Razoável

 Boa

 Muito Boa

 Não sabe/Não Responde

15. Qual a sua opinião relativamente à atualidade da informação? *
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Razoável

 Boa

 Muito Boa

 Não sabe/Não Responde

Com tecnologia

16. Qual a sua opinião relativamente à credibilidade da informação? *
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Razoável

 Boa

 Muito Boa

 Não sabe/Não Responde

17. Satisfação global? *
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Razoável

 Boa

 Muito Boa

 Não sabe/Não Responde

18. Sugestões ou comentários *
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Appendix C – SKAN Gamification Survey 

 

 

Avaliação Plataforma WEB - SKAN
*Obrigatório

1. Género *
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Masculino

 Feminino

2. Idade *
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 <18

 18 – 35

 36 – 65

 > 65

3. Com que frequência utiliza o SKAN? *
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Nunca

 Ocasionalmente, 1 vez por semana

 Regularmente , 2 a 3 vezes por semana

 Frequentemente, 4 a 5 por semana

 Todos os dias

4. Sente que desde que foram introduzidas as novas funcionalidades passou a utilizar
mais vezes a Plataforma SKAN? *
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Sim

 Não

 Não sabe

5. Já alguma vez utilizou uma aplicação ou website que tivesse elementos de jogos? *
ex: Tripadvisor, Zomato, Booking, Nike+
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Sim

 Não

 Não sabe

6. Tem por hábito jogar? *
ex: jogos para consolas, computadores ou dispositivos móveis
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Sim

 Não

7. Com que frequência joga? *
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Nunca

 Ocasionalmente, 1 vez por semana

 Regularmente , 2 a 3 vezes por semana

 Frequentemente, 4 a 5 por semana

 Todos os dias

8. Considera que a Plataforma SKAN ficou mais interessante e apelativa com a utilização
de elementos de jogos? *
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Sim

 Não

 Não sabe

9. Quais dos seguintes aspetos motivam a sua participação na Plataforma SKAN? *
Pode seleccionar mais do que uma opção
Marcar tudo o que for aplicável.

 Criar conteúdos de alta qualidade

 Ser o utilizador com mais pontos

 Partilha de informação

 Ganhar pontos

 Fazer novos contactos

 Ganhar troféus

 Participação em tópicos (através de comentários e gostos)

 Ter conhecimento de eventos

 Outra: 
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5. Já alguma vez utilizou uma aplicação ou website que tivesse elementos de jogos? *
ex: Tripadvisor, Zomato, Booking, Nike+
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Sim

 Não

 Não sabe

6. Tem por hábito jogar? *
ex: jogos para consolas, computadores ou dispositivos móveis
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Sim

 Não

7. Com que frequência joga? *
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Nunca

 Ocasionalmente, 1 vez por semana

 Regularmente , 2 a 3 vezes por semana

 Frequentemente, 4 a 5 por semana

 Todos os dias

8. Considera que a Plataforma SKAN ficou mais interessante e apelativa com a utilização
de elementos de jogos? *
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Sim

 Não

 Não sabe

9. Quais dos seguintes aspetos motivam a sua participação na Plataforma SKAN? *
Pode seleccionar mais do que uma opção
Marcar tudo o que for aplicável.

 Criar conteúdos de alta qualidade

 Ser o utilizador com mais pontos

 Partilha de informação

 Ganhar pontos

 Fazer novos contactos

 Ganhar troféus

 Participação em tópicos (através de comentários e gostos)

 Ter conhecimento de eventos

 Outra: 

10. Quais dos seguintes aspectos atualmente presentes na Plataforma SKAN considera
interessantes, apelativos e divertidos? *
Pode seleccionar mais do que uma opção
Marcar tudo o que for aplicável.

 Ranking de utilizadores

 Progresso pelos diferentes níveis

 Conquista de troféus

 Competição pelo Top Utilizador

 Pontuação pelas atividades

 Feedback da sua participação

 Registos de atividade

 Prémios

 Gráficos de progresso

 Nenhum

11. Quais dos seguintes aspectos contribuíram para o aumento da sua participação na
Plataforma SKAN? *
Pode seleccionar mais do que uma opção
Marcar tudo o que for aplicável.

 Atribuição de pontos a publicação de novos conteúdos e participação em tópicos já
existentes

 Atribuição de pontos sempre que faz login no SKAN

 Progresso através dos níveis

 Ranking de utilizadores

 Feedback da atividade

 Conquista de troféus

 Outra: 

12. Tem o seu perfil de utilizador SKAN completo?
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Sim

 Não

 Não sabe

13. O gráfico de progresso existente no perfil de utilizador motiva-o a preencher o seu
perfil?
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Sim

 Não

 Não sabe
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10. Quais dos seguintes aspectos atualmente presentes na Plataforma SKAN considera
interessantes, apelativos e divertidos? *
Pode seleccionar mais do que uma opção
Marcar tudo o que for aplicável.

 Ranking de utilizadores

 Progresso pelos diferentes níveis

 Conquista de troféus

 Competição pelo Top Utilizador

 Pontuação pelas atividades

 Feedback da sua participação

 Registos de atividade

 Prémios

 Gráficos de progresso

 Nenhum

11. Quais dos seguintes aspectos contribuíram para o aumento da sua participação na
Plataforma SKAN? *
Pode seleccionar mais do que uma opção
Marcar tudo o que for aplicável.

 Atribuição de pontos a publicação de novos conteúdos e participação em tópicos já
existentes

 Atribuição de pontos sempre que faz login no SKAN

 Progresso através dos níveis

 Ranking de utilizadores

 Feedback da atividade

 Conquista de troféus

 Outra: 

12. Tem o seu perfil de utilizador SKAN completo?
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Sim

 Não

 Não sabe

13. O gráfico de progresso existente no perfil de utilizador motiva-o a preencher o seu
perfil?
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Sim

 Não

 Não sabe

Com tecnologia

14. Prefere utilizar a Plataforma SKAN com estas novas funcionalidades? *
Marcar apenas uma oval.

 Sim

 Não

 Não sabe

15. Que outras funcionalidades gostaria de ver na Plataforma SKAN? *
 

 

 

 

 


